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ABSTRACT 
This paper generalizes the concepts of rough membership 

functions in pattern classification tasks to  fuzz rough mem- 
bership functions. Unlike the rough membersgp value of a 
pattern, which is sensitive only towards the rough uncertainty 
associated with the pattern, the fuzzy-rough membership value 
of the pattern signlfies the rou h uncertainty as well as the 

. fuzz uncertainty associated wig it. ~n absence of fuzziness, 
the Lzzy-rough membership functions reduce to  the existing 
rough membership functions. Moreover under certain condi- 
tions the fuzzy-rou h membership fundions are equivalent to  
fuzzy membership knctions or characteristic functions. In this 
&aper, various set theoretic pro erties of the fuzzy-rough mem- 

ership functions are exploitecfto characterize the concept of 
fuzzy-rou h sets. Some measures of the fuzzy-rough ambiguity 
awociatecfwith a given output class are also discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In any classification task the aim is to form various classes 
where each class contains objects that  are not noticeably dif- 
ferent. These indiscernible or indistinguishable objects can be 
viewed as basic building blocks (concepts used to build up 

objects are classified according to  color (red, black) and shape 
(trian le, square and circle), then the classes are: red trian- 
gles, bqack T u x e s  red circles, etc. Thus, these two attributes 
make a partit ion in the set of objects and the universe be- 
comes coarse. Now, if two red triangles with H e r e n t  areas 
belong to different classes, it is im ossible for anyone to  cor- 
recti class1 these two red t r i a n g k  based on the given two 
attrigutes. ??his kind of uncertainty is referred t o  as rough un- 
certainty [14]. The rough uncertamty is formulated in terms 
of rough sets [15]. Obviously, the rou h uncertainty can be 
completely avoided if we can successful6 extract the essential 
features so that distinct feature vectors are used to represent 
different ob’ects. But it may not be possible to  guarantee as 
our knowledge about the system generating the data is limited. 
Therefore, rough sets are essential to  deal with a classification 
system, where we do not have complete knowledge about the 
system. 

&zzy sets, a generalization of classical sets, is a math- 
ematical tool to  model the v y e s s  present in the human 
classification mechanism. In t e classical set theo an e l e  
m a t  of the universe either belongs to  or does notTelong to  
a set. That is, the belongingness of the element is crisp: it 
is either yes (in the set) or no (not in the set In fuzzy sets, 

yes or no; for exam le, a set of tall persons. We cannot clas- 
sify a person as talf into yeslno category, as there does not 
exlst any well-defined boundary for the set tall. The conce t 
of fuzzy sets is important in pattern classification, because tge 
psycho-physiological process involved in the human reasoning 
does not employ any precise mathematical formulation [13].  

Howeverrbabi l is t ic ,  fuzzy and rough uncertainties are 
often confu In fact, they are different facets of uncer- 
tainty. Fuzziness deals with vagueness between the overlap 
ping sets [2] [3] ,  while probability concerns the likelihood of 
randomness of a phenomenon [9]; on the other hand, rough 
sets deal with coarse non-overlappin concepts [5] [6]. Both 
roughness and fuzziness do not depenfon the occurrence of the 

a knowledge base about the real world. 3 or example if the 

the belongingness of the element can be anyt h. ing in between 

. 
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event; whereas probability does. Fuzziness lies in the subsets 
defined by the lmguistic variables, like tall, big whereas indis- 
cernibility is a property of the referential itself, as perceived 
by some observers, not of its subsets [6]. In fuzzy sets, each 
granule of knowledge can have only one membersbp value to a 
particular class. However, rough sets assert that each granule 
may have different membership values to  the same class. Fuzzy 
sets deal with overlapping classes and n e  come ts; whereas 
rough sets deal with nonoverlapping cfasses an%co- con- 
cepts. 

In a classification task, the indiscernibility relation, based 
on the equivalence of the features of the patterns, partitions 
the in u t  pattern set into several equivalence classes. These 

uivzfence classes try to  approximate the given output class. 
%en the approximation is not proper, the roughness is gen- 
erated. In most of the real life cases the features of the two 
patterns may not be exact, but similar. Therefore, the inde- 
scernibility relation formulated based on the features do not 
obey the law of equivalence, and is a matter of degree. Hence, 
the equivalence re ation takes the form of a similarity relation, 
and the equivalence classes form fuzzy clusters. The whole sit- 
uation becomes more complicated because the output classes 
can be fuzz too. Thus, the roughness appears here due to  the 
indiscernibiity relation in the input pattern set, and the fuzzi- 
ness is generated due to  the v ueness present in the output 
class and the clusters. To m o d 2  this type of situation, where 
both vagueness and approximation are resent, the conce t 
of fizzy-rough sets [5] can be employed. %he resultant m o g l  
is expected to  be more powerful than either of rough sets or 

In the classical set theory, one of the fundamental notion is 
the chamcteristic function or membership nction [7 When 
one considers subsets of a qven universe 6”ased on tke avail- 
able partial information, it is possible to apply the character- 
istic functions to determine whether or not a given element 
belongs to  a particular set. Following this direction, the con- 
cept of zzy-rough membership function is proposed in this 
p”per. absence of the fuzziness, the proposed membership 
unction is reduced to  the rough membership function [22]. In 

addition, when the clusters and the output classes are cris 
the proposed membership function becomes equivalent to  t& 
rough-fuzzy membership function [19], [20]. If the clusters 
are crisp and each cluster contains only one pattern, then. the 
fuzzy-rough membership function of the pattern for a ven 
output class is further reduced to  the fuzzy membership &c- 
tion of the pattern for the output class. In this aper, we 
discuss some set theoretic properties of the pro osecfmember- 
ship function, and subsequently we use it to  &aracterize the 
concepts of the fuzzy-rough sets. Finally, these properties are 
used to  measure the fuzzy-rough ambiguity associated with a 
given output class. 

11. BACKGROUND 

fuzzy sets. 

A. Rough Sets 

Let R be an uivalence relation on a universal set X. 
Moreover, let X/R? enote the family of all equivalence classes 
induced on X by R. One such equivalence class in XIR, that 
contains z E X ,  is designated by [ Z ] R .  For any output claw 
A C X, we can define the lower X(A)  and upper &(A) apprp-  
imztionsl which approach A as closely as possibly from inside 
and outside, respectively [7]. Here, 

&(A) = u { [ X ] R  I [Z ]R  5 A, X E X }  
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is the union of all equivalence classes in X/R that  are contained 
in A, and 

is the union of all equivalence classes in X/R that overlap 
with A. A rough set R(A) = ( X ( A ) , R ( A ) )  is a representation 
of the given set A by &(A) and X ( A )  [15]. The set BN(A)  = 
R(A) - &(A) is a rough description of the boundary of A by 
the equivalence classes of X/R. The apprmimation is rough 
uncertainty free if R(A) = &(A). Thus, when all the patterns 
from an uivalence class do not carry the same output class 
label, r o u 3  ambiguit is enerated as a manifestation of the 
one-to-many relationstip %etween that equivalence class and 
the output class labels. 

The rough membership function r A ( z )  : A -+ [0, 1) of a 
pattern z E X for the output class A is defined by 

- 

where llAll denotes the cardinality of the set A. 

B. Fuzzy Sets 
In traditional two-state classifiers, where a class A is de- 

fined as a subset of a universal set X, any input pattern z E X 
can either be a member or not be a member of the given class 
A. This propert of whether or not a pattern z of the universal 
set belongs to  t i e  class A can be defined by a chamcteristic 
function p~ : X --t {0,1} as follows: 

(3) 
1 if and only if z E A { 0 i fand only if z $ A  

In real life situations, however, boundaries between the classes 
may be overlapping. Hence, it is uncertain whether an in- 
put pattern belongs totally to  the class A. To take care of 
such situations, in fuzzy sets 1 ,  the concept of characteris- 

tecause larger value of the function denotes more membership 
of the element to  the set under consideration. 

C. Rough-Fuzzy Sets 
Let X be a set, R be an equivalence relation defined on X 

and the output class A C X be a fuzzy set. A rough-fuzzy 
set is a tuple ( X ( A ) ,  &(A)) ,  where the lower approximation 
&(A) and the upper appraximation X(A)  of A are fuzzy sets 
of X/R, with membership functions defined by [6] 

tic function has been modifi Jl o fuzzy membership 
A : X + [0, 11. This function is called membership 

Here, ~ R ( A ) ( [ ~ ] R )  - and /.Q(A,([Z]R) are the membership values 

The rough-fuzzy membership function of a pattern z E X 
of [ Z ] R  in &(A) and X ( A ) ,  respectively. 

for the fuzzy output class C, C X is defined by [19] [20] 

(5) 

where F = [z‘]R, and IlC,ll is equal to the cardinality of the 
fuzzy set C,. One possible way to  determine the cardinality 
is to use [23] IlC,ll ‘Af E p c . ( z ) .  For the ‘n’ (intersection) 

operation, we can use [23] ~ A ” , Y ( Z )  ‘2 min{pA(z),p(z)} 
VZ E X. When the output class is crisp, the definition (5) 
reduces to the definition (2). 

2EX 

D. Fuzzy-Rough Sets 

they are in form 
of fuzzy clusters (4, Fz, . . . , FH} g e n e r a t a b y  a fuzzy weak 
partition [SI of the input set X. The term fuzzy weak partition 
means that each F, j E { 1,2, . . . , H }  is a normal fuzzy set, i.e., 
m a ,  ppj (z) = 1 and inf, maxj p~~ (2) > 0 

When the equivalence classes are not cris 

while 

Here p p j  (2) is the fuzzy membership function of the pattern 
z in the cluster Fj. In addition, the output classes C,, c = 
{1,2,. . . , C) may be fuzzy too. Given a weak fuzzy partition 
{Fl, Fa,. , . , FH} on X, the description of any fuzzy set C, by 
means of the fuzzy par tsons under the form of an upper and 
a lower approximation C, and C, is as follows: 

The tuple (G, is called a fuzzy-rough set. Here, p c ,  (2) = 

III. FUZZY-ROUGH MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS 
A .  Deflnition 

If the equivalent classes form the fuzzy clusters 
{Fl, Fz,. . . FH}, then each fuzzy cluster can be considered 
as a fuzzy hn istic variable. Usin this fact, we generalize 
the definition r) to  the following dekution of the fuzzy-rough 
membership function: 

Here, = wl, which can be viewed as a modified form 

of (2). The term, in the above definition normalises 

the fuzzy membership ppj (z), and therefore, we call the above 
function constrained zy-rough membershi nction. We can 
further modify the a P ove definition to  the &&wing: 

(9) 
where H is number of the clusters in which x has nonzero 
memberships. When z does not belong to  any cluster, then 
H =0, and hence, Cj”=, p~~ (z)& becomes undefined. In 
order to avoid this problem, 6. (2) is made equal to  zero when 
x does not belong to  any cluster. Since this definition does not 
normalize the fuzzy membership values, we call it possibilistic 
fuzzy-rough membership function. 

belongs to  the clusters. This difference will be clearer while 
discussing the property 11 in the section iii-B. 
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B. Properties of Fuzzy-Rough Membership Functions 

Most of the properties discussed below are applicable to 
both the definitions (8) and (9). In what follows, we will use 
rcC(z) to  denote both ~$.(z) and .‘,.(z). In case, certain 
pro ert does not hold for both the definitions, we state that 
-Lit&. 

Property f : 0 5 
Proof: Since 

(2) 5 1 
C F j  (7 C, C Fj , 0 5 I$. 5 1. Moreover, 

0 5 ~ F ~ ( z )  5 1. Hence, the proof follows. H 

Property 2: rcC.(z) = 1 or 0 if and only if no fuzzy-rough 
uncertainty is associated with the pattern z. 

Proof: We show the roof for the possibilistic fuzzy- 
rough membership function, %ut the same method can be fol- 
lowed for the constrained fuzzy-rough membership function as 
well. 
If rt: If no fuzzy-rou h uncertainty is involved, then z must 
befng completely t o  i?f I the clusters in which it has non-zero 
belongingness. It implies p p j ( z )  = 1 for which p ~ ~ ( z )  > 0. 
Moreover, all the clusters in which z has non-zero belonging- 
ness either (a) must be the subsets of the class C,, or (b must 
not share any pattern with the class C,. In other words, the 
condition (a) implies that F j  E C, V j for which p ~ ~ ( z )  > 0. 
Hence, .“,,(z) = 1.1 = 1. Similarly the condition (b) 
expresses that Fj n Cc = 4 V j for which p~~ (z) > 0. Hence, 

Only if part: .‘,.Jz) = 0 implies that either z does not belong 
to any cluster, or each term under the summation symbol, 
i.e., p p j  (z)~;. is separately zero. In the first case, there is no 
fuzzy-roughness associated with x. The second case implies 
that either p~~ (I) or I-&, or both p~~ (2)  and I-& are zero. If 
p~~ (2) = 0, then the pattern z does not belong to the cluster 
Fj, ,and hence, no fuzzy-rough uncertainty is associated with z. 
If c& = 0, then Fj and Cc do not have any pattern common, 
and therefore, no fuzzy-rough uncertainty exists with z. Thus, 
T& (2)  = 0 implies that  fuzzy-roughness is not associated with 
the pattern z. If T;=(Z) = 1, then p ~ ~ ( z )  = 1 and L& = 
1, V j  = 1,2,. . . ,H. It ais0 indicates the absence of fuzzy- 
roughness. 

It i s t o  be noted here that if fuzzy-rough uncertainty is 
absent, H > 1 and .“,,(z) # 0, then r& ( I )  never becomes one, 
rather it approaches towards one. It is because, the condition 
expressed in (6 )  does not allow p~~ (z) = 1 to be true for more 
than one cluster. However, it hardly happens in practice as it 
needs two cluster centers to  be same. H 

Property 3: If no fuzq linguistic uncertainty is associated 
with the pattern z, then TC. (2) = L;, for some j E { 1,2,. . . , 

Proof: If no fuzzy linguistic uncertaint is involved, then 
p F j ( z )  = 1 for some j E {I, 2,. . . HI, ani’ p F h  (z) = 0, for 
k E { 1 , 2  ,... H } , j # k .  H e n c e , r ~ ~ ( z ) = ~ & ~ ,  j E { 1 , 2  ,..., 
H}. m 

Property 4: If no fuzzy linguistic and fuzzy classifiuation 
uncertainties are associated with the pattern z,then rc, (z) = 

Proof: If no fuzz linguistic uncertainty is involved, then 
each cluster is crisp. % n y t l y ,  the input pattern belongs 
to only one cluster. Let it e the j t h  cluster. So, , U F ~ ( Z )  = 
1 and p p h ( z )  = 0 Vk # j. Since the classification is crisp, 
TC.(~) = “ ~ ~ j ~ ”  = rc,(z) (see the definition (2)). H 

and fine, that is, 
each cluster consists of a single pattern an i the  associated clus- 

HI. 

rcc (2). 

Property 5: When each cluster is cris 

ter membershi s are crisp, TC 2 )  is equivalent to the fuzzy 
membership ofz in the class &=. I the output class is also 
crisp, then rc,(z is equivalent to t f  e characteristic function 
of z in the doss 4. 

Since each cluster is crisp and fine, TC,(Z) = 
1.- = p c e ( z ) .  In addition, if the output class is crisp, 
then rcc(z) lies in (0, l}, and thus, it becomes the character- 
istic function. B 

Proper& 6: If z and y are the two input patterns with 
P F ~ ( Z )  = PF,.(Y) V j  and P F ~ ~ ( ~ )  = P F ~ . ( Y ) ,  then 
TC. (2)  = w e  (9). 

Proof: Directly comes from the definitions (8) and (9). 

Proof: 

H 

c 
C,EU 

Property 11: For a C-class classification roblem with 
crisp output classes, the possibilistic fuzar-rou R membership 
functions behave in a possibilistic manner, wi?ereas the con- 
stmined fuzq-rough membership functions lack this property. 

Proof: 
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Since rg=(z) needs not to  be equal to  a constant, the 
resultant classification procedure is posscbilI8t:c [7] [ll]. Hence, 
T Z J Z )  can distinguish between equal evidence and ignorance, 
which are well discussed in belief theory [21] and possibility 
theory [7]. 

Similarly, for the constrained fuzzy-rou h membership 
function m t h  crisp output classes, i t  can %e shown that 

T& (z) is equal to  one (except the case when TL, (2) = 
0 Vc), which is a constant. Therefore, it does not have the 
possibilistic classification ability, i.e., this kind of membership 
assignment cannot indicate how typtcnl an input pattern is. 

This roperty explains wh (8 )  and (9) are called con- 
strained Rzzy-rough membersKip function and possibilistic 
fuzzy-rough membership function, respectively. 

Property 12: Zf the output class is fuzzy, then 0 5 

We show the result for possibilistic fuzz -rough 
membershp function. Likewise, it can be shown &r con- 
strained fuzzy-rough membership function also. 

If the input pattern does not belon to an cluster, 
then from the definition (9), TC,(Z) = 8 Vc. f'herefore, 
Ecfl TC, (2) = 0. In pattern classification it can happen when 
the input attern is not from any of the existing classes. On the 
otherhant  when the input pattern belongs to all the classes 
with fuzzy membership value 1, 

C 

C Ec=] m e ( z )  I c. 
Pro0 

C 

C 

T& (2) 
,=I 

Proof: For the crisp clusters and the cris output clawes 
the above results come directly from the 8efinitions (l-al 
and (1-b). 

Following are a few trivial but interesting definitions based 

1. A C-class classification problem for a set of input pat- 
terns { z I , z ~ , .  . . , Zn} can be looked at as an assignment 
of the fuzzy-rough membership d u e  rc.(zi) on each 
xi E X, Vc = 1,2, .  .. C, Vi = 1,2,. . . ,n. In fuzzy- 
rough context, C partihons of X are the set of values 
{ ~ ~ ~ ( z i ) } ,  that  can be conveniently arranged on a C x n 
matrix S = bc.(z;)]. Based on the characteristic of S, 
classification can be of the following three types [ll]: 
(a) Crisp classification: 

on the above properties. 

(7 n 

c= l  ;=i J 

(b) Constmined fizzy-rough classification: 

Mf, = s E RCn I TC. ( S i )  E [O, 11 vc, vi; { 
C n 

c= l  ;=i J 

(c) Possibilistic fizzy-rough classification: 

From the relations (%a), (13-b) and (13-c), it is obvious 
that Mhc C Mf,  C Mw. 

2. To make the definition of rough approximation loose, the 
model of variable precision rough set model is proposed 
by Ziarko [24]. The idea of the variable precision model 
can further be generalized by the followin wa : The fol- 
lowing approximation can be defined for B E 6, 0.51 

= {Z EX 1 TC.(Z) 2 1 - P }  (14a) 

%(Cc) = {z E X I ~ ~ ( 2 )  > P }  (14-b) 

When 0 = 0, we obtain the equations (12-a) and (12-b). 
Similarly, for E [0.5, 11 

&(CC) 

Therefore, if the input pattern belongs to all the clusters $(CC) = {z E X I ~c,(z) 1 PI (15-4 
Ra(Cc) = { E  E X I TC.(Z) > 1-01 (15-b) 

When P = 1, we obtain the equations 12-a) and (12-b). 
X can 

R(CJ = (2 E x I TC.(Z) = I} (12-a) be defined as 

B(CC) = {z E x I TC.(Z) > 0) (12-b) A Er B if and only if T A ( Z )  I TB(Z)  Vz E X (16) 

If the clusters and the output classes A and B are crisp 
and A cr E, then it can be shown that  B(A) &(E) and 

- completely, then E:=, T& (2) attains the maximum value C. 

Property 13: When the clusters and the output classes are 
wisp, 3. The r-fuzq-rough inclusion of A C d into B 

BN(Cc) = X ( G )  - R ( G )  
= {z E x I 0 < TC,(Z) < 1) (12-c) 
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- 
R(A) C x ( B ) .  However, when the clusters or the output 
classecare not crisp, the above relationship may or may 
not hold. 

4. f iom the definition of the fuzzy-rough membershi func- 
tions, we can group the fuzzy-rough sets into the fofowing 
four categories: 

(a) X is partially R-observable in a fuzzy-rough manner, if 
C, C X ,  3% E XI rcc(z) = 0 and 3 E XI 7c.(y = 1. 
It &am that for some element o?X we can d ecide 
whether it belon to  C, or not. 

(b) X is internally gunobservable in a fuzzy-rough man- 
ner, if Cc E XI 3s 6 XI 7cc(z) = 0 and !3y E XI 
7c,(y) = 1. It implies that for certain element of X 
we can decide that it does not belong to  C,; however, 
for all elements of X, we cannot decide whether they 
belong to  C,. 

(c) X is externally R-observable in a fwq-mugh manner, 
if C C X !3z E XI rc (2) = 0 and 3y E XI T C , ( ~ )  = 
1. I: Zat& that for all glements of X we cannot decide 
that they do not belong to  C,; however, for certain 
element of X, we can decide whether it belongs to C,. 

in a fuzzy-rough man- 
ner, if C, C X !3z 7ce(z) = 0 and !3yl rc.(y) =. 1. 
It means tjiat tor elements of X we cannot decide 
whether they belong to  C, or not. 

These groups are in fact, the generalization of the groups 
reported in [IS] (191. 

C. How to Determine the Fuzzy-Rough Membership 
Values? 
Determination of the fuzzy-roqh membership dues de- 

pend on the fuzzy clustering of the mput data set. The fuzzi- 
ness in the clusters represent the fuzzy linguistic uncertainty 

resent in the input data set. The clustering can be performed 

1. Unsupervised Clusterin : It involves collecting the data 
from all the classes, anBcluster them subsequently with- 
out considering the associated class labels with the data. 

2. Su em'sed Clusten'ng: Separate data sets are formed for 
e a d  class, and clustering is performed on each such data 
set to  find the subgroups present in the data from the 
m e  class. 

Both the clustering can be done by fuzzy K-means clustering 
al orithm 11. But the problems with it are: a) the number 
ofBclusters Lave to be fixed a priori, which may not be known 
b) it will not work in case the number of cluster is one, and 
c) generated fuzzy memberships are not possibilistic. To over- 
come the .first problem, the evolutionary.programm@g-based 
method used in [la] can be used. For vamous clustering p rob  
lems, this method can automatically determine the number 
of clusters. Other cluster validity measures [4] can also be 
used along with the fuzzy K-means to  determme the number 
of clusters. It is to  be noted that the number of the clus- 
ters should be determined as best as we can. Otherwise, the 
calculation of the fuzzy linguistic Mtiables will be Merent, 
and as a result, the fuzzy-rough membership values may also 
vary. For the second problem, if we know a priori that only 
one cluster is resent for a class, then we can find the mean 
and standard seviation from the in ut  data set, and we can 
fit a 'n' fuzzy membership curve [Up. But, while doing so we 
must take care of the possible presence of the outliers in the 
input data set. To overcome the third problem, the possibilis- 
tic fuzzy K-meass clustering algorithm [8] or mixed K-means 
clustering algorithm 121 can be used. As of now, there is 
no single clustering algorithm which can solve all the above 
problems. 

then it may be possible to as- 
sign the fuzzy memberships & the output class subjectively. 
For instance, if the output class for an i m q e  processing a pli 
cation is represented by BRIGHT, then i t  IS possible to  & & 
'S' fuzzy membership curve [13], and assign the fuzzy member- 
ship values for B R I G H T ( Z ) .  However, if the domain specific 
knowledge is atsent then we have to  be satisfied with the 
given crisp membership values. 

(d) X is totally R-unobservable 

EY 

If the output class is fuzz 

D. Measures of Fuzzy-Rough Ambiguity 

The fuzzy-rou h ambiguity pla s a critical role in many 
c l d c a t i o n  probfems as it is ca a&e of modeling nonstatis- 
tical uncertainty. Consequently, 8aracterisation and uantifi- 
cation of fuzzy-roughness are important issues, that  a%& the 
management of uncertainty in many classifier design. Hence, 
measures of fuzzy-roughness are essential t o  estimate the aver- 
age ambiguity in an output class in some well-defined sense. A 
measure of fuzzy-roughness for a discrete output class C, E X 
is a mapping P(X) -+ 92+ that  quantifies the degree of fuzzy- 
roughness present in C,. Here P(X) i s  the set of all fuzzy- 
rou h power sets that can be defined within the universal set 
X I.e. P(X) can be termed as fuzzy-mu h power set of X). 
The fukzy-rough ambiguity of a set must %e zero when there 
is no ambiguit in deciding whether an input pattern belongs 
to it or not. $the output class is maximally ambiguous, i.e., 
7c (z) = 0.5 Vz, then the corresponding measure should be 
m k m u m .  When the fuzzy-rou h membership value of an in- 
put pattern approaches either 8 or I, the uncertainty about 
the belongingness of the pattern in the output class decreases; 
hence the memure of fuzzy-rou hness of the class should also 
decrease. A set CE is called a h s  ambiguous version of C, if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 

TC,*(Z) 5 TC,(Z) if 7cc(z) 5 0.5 (17-a) 

and 

7cc-(z) 1 me(%) if 7cC(z) 2 0.5 (17-b) 

For a less ambiguous version, the m w u r e  of fuzzy-roughness 
should decrease because the above two operations reduce the 
ambiguity. Therefore, such a measure (say 31) should obey the 
following axioms: 

Al.  Certainty: %(e,) = 0 c.$ 7cS(z) = 0 or 1 Vx E X .  
A2. Mazimality: N(C,) is maximum 

A3. Resolution: %(C 
TC,(Z) = 0.5 V z  E 

X. 
> 31(Cc*), where C,' is a less am- 

biguous version of $.- 
In case of the constrained fuzz rough membership, another 
desirable propert is that the fizy-roughness measure of a 
set and its compfirnent should be equal. Hence, the fourth 
axiom may be 

A4. Symmetry: H(C,) = N(l - C,), where ~f-,.(z) = 
1 -7$=(2) v z  E x. 

A Since 7&(z) = cj,, /mj(x) -7-GC(x) Vx E X, the above 
property does not necessarily hold for the possibilistic fuzzy- 
rough membership function. 

One such possible measure, which satisfies all the above 
axioms, is indez of fuzy-roughness. It is defined as 

2 
% I ( C ~ )  = G d ( C c ,  Ccn4=) 

where n is the number of input patterns, IC E %+, d is a dis- 
tance measure and c,""" is a set without fuzzy-rough ambigu- 
ity that is the nearest one to  C,. For CCncar, the fuzzy-rough 
membership function is defined as 

Tc;'-'(x) = { 0 1 if otherwise TC,(Z) 2 0.5 

The value of IC depends on d.  For the (Minkowski) q norms, 
d(C,, CcnCu) and X,(C,) take the following forms: 
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and 

where q E [I, CO). For q = 1, HI(C,) is called linear indez of 
fuzzy-roughness, and for q = 2, HI((?,) is known as quadmtic 
index of fuzzy-roughness. 

Another possible measure is fuzzy-rough entropy, which can 
be defined as follows: 

J 

The term log denotes the logarithm to  any base a > 1. It can 
be normalized by adjusting the value of K, so that  it satides 
A 1  to A 4  From the property 3, when the clusters are crisp, 
3 1 ~  simplifies to  the following rough-fuzzy entropy [19]: 

(22) I 

+(I - PC0 (2 ) )  log(1- ccc,(z)) ] 

+(l - cc,(z)) log(1 - LC,(Z)) 

From the property 5, when the clusters are crisp and fine, 31s 
is reduced to  the fuzzy entropy [lo] as follows: 

N E  = - K C  [/%(z)l'%(~C~(z)) 
X € X  

(23) 

In absence of fuzziness (property 4), 'ME is simplified to the 
rough entropy as follows [17]: 

R E  = -K  bcc(z) log(rc,(z)) 
SEX 

+(I - rc.(z)) Wl - rem] (24) 

Similarly, there are following measures like multiplicutive 
and additive measures, which can be directly borrowed from 
the fuzzy set theory [lo]. All these measures satisfy Al-Ad. 
Multiplicative measure of futy-roughness: Any function %!,U : 
P ( X )  + Rf is a multiplicative fuzzy-rough measure if it can 
be written as 

%M(CC) = K g(Tc.(z)) K E 3t+ (25) 
S € X  

where 

g(t) = b(t)  - os;jl mln tP(t)) (26) 

B(t) = f ( t ) f ( l  - t )  (27) 

and f : [0, 11 + R+ is a concave increasing func- 
tion. By taking f ( t )  = texp(1 - t ) ,  it  can be shown that 

K [~c.(z)(l  - m.(z))] is an examples of this kind of mea- 

sure [lo]. 
Additive mea~ure of fwq-mughneaa: Any function RA : 
P ( X )  + W+ is an additive fuzzy-rough meaure, provided 
that it can be written as 

XA(C~)  = K g(Tc.(z)) K E x+ (28) 

X E X  

SEX 

where 

g( t )  = riw - o g p ( t ) l  (29) 

P(t) = f(t) + f ( l  - t )  (30) 

and f : [0, 11 + 92+ is an increasing function. If we take 
f (t) = t exp(1-t), then it is possible to  show that one example 
of this kind of measure is [lo] 

K [.c.(z)exp(l -Tcs(z)) + ( I  -~c . (z ) )exP(~cc(z) )  - 11. 
I E X  
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